
let's talk
about

consent



verb:

to give permission
for something to

happen.

noun:
permission for something to happen

or agreement to do something.

consent

/kənˈsɛnt/



consent

sexual consent refers to the consent of a person in the context
of sexual activity. 

one is said to consent to sexual activity when one agrees
freely and fully to sexual activity   

 

no
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consent

Full and free
Reversible
Informed
Enthusiastic
Specific
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Consent is...
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consent
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Consent is not...

saying yes or saying
nothing or not saying

no while under the influence
of drugs or alcohol.

Consent is not...

assuming that dressing sexy,
 flirting, accepting a ride, accepting a drink,

smiling or laughing is in
any way consenting to anything.

Consent is not...

saying yes or giving into something
because one is coerced, pressured

or forced,  
or when one is afraid to say no.



consent
when is consent valid?

/kənˈsɛnt/

When it is given in
ONE'S FULL SENSES

When it is given
FULLY & FREELY

When it is given
WITH INFORMATION

When it is given WITHOUT

FORCE / THREATS

When it is given WITHOUT

FRAUD/MISREP



consent
when is consent valid?

/kənˈsɛnt/

When it is given in
AN INTOXICATED STATE

When it is not given
FULLY & FREELY

When it is given
UPON MISINFORMATION

When it is given under

FORCE / THREATS

When it is given
under

FRAUD/MISREP



consent
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the person initiating
 sexual activity should

seek consent
of the other



consent
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ask yourself if the other
person is capable of giving consent.

if they are drunk, or on
 drugs, asleep or unconscious,

they cannot choose freely.
so, they are not

giving you consent



consent
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people who live with certain mental
health  issues, learning disability

or a head
injuries may not have the capacity

to consent. do not assume
that their consent is full and free. 



consent
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confirm if you have
consent

by asking them.
never assume.



consent

references:

www.consentiseverything.com
Ali Kerkhanm's comics

Consent: The Tea Video
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consent
how can you get consent?

1. the person initiating sexual activity should seek consent of
the other

2. ask yourself if the other person is capable of giving consent.
if they are drunk, or on drugs, asleep or unconscious, they
cannot choose freely. so, they are not giving you consent.

3. people who live with certain mental health issues, learning
disability or a head injuries may not have the capacity to

consent. do not assume that their consent is full and free. 

4. confirm if you have consent by asking them. never
assume. check with them each time you start a new type of

sexual activity. 
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